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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



Basic Access Control

Access control lists

Are associated with objects

Specify which subjects can perform which operations

Capabilities

Are associated with subjects

Specify which operations can be performed on which objects



Build a Secure Service

Service performs operations for different subjects

Using access control lists

Create lots of user IDs, change service’s ID on demand

Hard to configure/manage; does not work with threading

Make service all powerful, enforce access control in service

Common strategy today

Using capabilities

Just pass necessary capabilities to service…



Challenges with Capabilities

Bootstrapping

How to hand out (initial) capabilities?

Traceability, revocation, extensibility

How to audit and change rights?

How to enforce higher-level policies?

Performance

How to make it fast?



Eros in a Nutshell

Bootstrapping

Single level store

Traceability, revocation, extensibility

Version number for objects and capabilities

Weak capabilities: degrade to read-only, no-call

A single system call: capability invocation

Performance

Stay close to hardware: pages and nodes

Optimize the heck out of address translation

Rely on Jochen Liedtke for IPC optimization



Kernel Design



Kernel Abstractions

Numbers to capture register values

Nodes to hierarchically organize state

Machine independent state

Data and capability pages for large data items

Processes to execute code

Entry and resume capabilities to transfer control



Address Translation

Address space: vpage ➙ ppage x {r,w} x handler (?)

vides selective revocation and access traceability. The EROS 

constructor (Section 5.3) enforces a discretionary policy [46] 

similar to Lampson's confinement policy [27]. This policy 

allows secure reference monitors to be built at user level, as 

has been done in KeySafe [38]. 
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Figure 1. Components within compartments 

The KeySafe design divides a secure system into pro- 

tected compartments (Figure 1). Communication between 

these compartments is mediated by a reference monitor, 

which inserts transparent forwarding objects in front of all 

capabilities that cross compartment boundaries. To rescind 

the access rights of a compartment, the reference monitor 

rescinds the forwarding object. 

A particularly attractive aspect of the KeySafe design is 

that it allows straightforward revision of mandatory access 

policies. Appropriate mandatory access control policies de- 

pend on the objects controlled, and are therefore application 

dependent. The KeySafe design facilitates modification of 

the mandatory access controls as the system evolves. 

Evaluators spent several months in 1986 examining 

KeyKOS/KeySAFE, and encouraged its submission for B2 

evaluation [53]. The B2 security requirements specifically 

cover both traceability and revocation, and the NCSC team 

felt that the KeySafe design was sound. 

3 The EROS kernel 

The EROS architecture is divided into a kernel that imple- 

ments a small number of  primitive capability types: num- 

bers, nodes, data pages, capability pages, processes, entry 

and resume capabilities, and a few miscellaneous kernel ser- 

vices. These are described in this section. The architecture 

also includes a collection of system services that are imple- 

mented by non-privileged applications. These services pro- 

vide higher-level abstractions such as files, directories, and 

memory objects. 

The kernel presents a fairly direct virtualization of the 

underlying hardware via capability-protected abstractions. 

Both data and capabilities are stored inpages, whose size is 

dictated by the underlying hardware. Capabilities are also 

stored in nodes. Nodes hold 32 capabilities, and serve a 

function equivalent to metadata in conventional systems. All 

state visible to applications is stored in pages and nodes. 

The kernel enforces a partition between data and capa- 

bilities by tagging. Data can be read/written only to data 

pages and capabilities to capability pages. A capability page 

is never mapped in such a way that access is permitted from 

user mode programs. Capability load and store instructions 

are emulated in supervisor software, and check the per-page 

type tag. 

The kernel also implements LRU paging and the dis- 

patch portion of a scheduler based on capacity reserves [35]. 

As these ideas are not new, they are not discussed further in 

this paper. 

3.1 Address translation 

Like other recent microkernels, EROS views an address 

space as a set of mappings of the form: 

vpage ~ ppage x {r, w} ! handler 

where handler is an entry capability to a process (Sec- 

tion 3.2). When an addressing exception occurs, the fault 

handler may either alter the structure of the address space 

and restart the process or pass the fault to the process fault 

handler for further handling. 

The EROS kernel captures address space mappings in 

machine-independent fashion using nodes.1 Address spaces 

are formed by building a tree of nodes whose leaves are 

data or capability pages. Each node contains 32 capabilities, 

which may point to either nodes or to pages (Figure 2). Node 

capabilities encode the height of the tree that they name, en- 

abling short-circuit traversal similar to that of the MC68851 

[36], and avoiding the need for tall translation trees. 
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Figure 2. EROS memory tree 

Every EROS process includes a capability that names the 

root of its address space tree. The mapping described by this 

tree is translated on demand into the representation required 

by the underlying hardware. When a page fault occurs, the 

EROS kernel first attempts to traverse the address space tree 

to establish a valid mapping, performing any necessary ob- 

ject faults to load pages and nodes from the disk. If a valid 

mapping is found, this mapping is installed in the hardware 

i To those familiar with earlier capability systems, a node may be thought 
of as a fixed-size c-list [29]. 
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Processes
Processes really are kernel-level threads

Directly store state in nodes, as capabilities

mapping table and the operation is restarted. Otherwise, the 

fault is reflected using an upcall to a user-level fault han- 

dler specified by the address space (if present) or the process 
(otherwise). 

Using a tree of  nodes rather than page tables to describe 

address space mappings permits relatively fine-grain speci- 

fication of  fault handlers (Figure 2). Information about fault 

handlers is stored in the node-based mapping tree, but is not 

directly captured by the hardware mapping tables. 

3.2 Processes 

EROS process state includes the user-mode registers of  the 

underlying processor, including the user-accessible portion 

of  the processor status word. In addition, each process has a 

capability register set implemented by the kernel. The capa- 

bility registers contain those capabilities that the process can 
directly invoke. 

The kernel exports the process abstraction to applica- 

tion code via two types of  capabilities: process capabilities, 
which provide operations to manipulate the process itself, 

and entry capabilities, which allow the holder to invoke the 

services provided by a program within a particular process. 

Because EROS is a persistent system, all process state 

must ultimately reside in structures that can be stored to disk. 

In EROS, these structures are pages and nodes. Process state 

is recorded using nodes (Figure 3). Data register values are 

stored to the node using number capabilities, which name 

an unsigned value and implement read operations. 
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Figure 3. Process structure 

EROS makes no distinction between processes and 

threads. All processes are single-threaded. Two processes 

may share an address space; each of  these processes can 

hold distinct capabilities. Multithreaded services are imple- 

mented by having several processes that share a common ad- 

dress space. Most of  these processes serve as worker threads. 

A distinguished process publishes the externally visible en- 

try point to the service. This process accepts requests and 
forwards them to the worker processes. 2 

In EROS, each process is a protection domain. Ap- 
plications are designed as multiple cooperating processes. 

Application-transparent persistence ensures that consistency 

between processes is preserved across system restarts. Be- 

cause the arrangement and consistency of  these processes is 

not lost in the event of  a system crash, the associated inter- 

process relationships need not be reconstructed every time 
the application is accessed. 

3.3 Capability invocation 

All resource access in EROS is ultimately performed by ca- 

pability invocat ion)  I f  authorized by the capability, each 

invocation causes the named object to perform some object- 

defined operation specified by the invoker. Even memory 

accesses performed by load and store instructions may be 

modeled as an efficiently cached capability invocation. The 

semantics of  memory  reference is therefore covered by the 

capability semantics. Capabilities are used to invoke both 

kernel implemented services (pages, nodes, processes, num- 

bers) and services or objects implemented by user processes. 

Process-implemented services are implemented using a "re- 

ply and wait" loop; if the service is not available at the time 

of  the call, the caller blocks until the service becomes avail- 

able. 

Capability invocations transmit a small number of  data 

registers (4), a contiguous data string, and a small number 

of  capability registers (4). I f  desired, the sender can cause a 

distinguished entry capability called a resume capability to 

replace the last capability argument. The resume capability 

enables the recipient to reply to the sender. 

All copies of  a resume capability are efficiently con- 

sumed when any copy is invoked, ensuring an "at most once" 

reply. Manifesting the callers continuation as a capability in- 

stead of  using an implicit stack allows non-hierarchical inter- 

process control flow, which is useful for thread dispatching. 

Distinguishing start and resume capabilities (and the asso- 

ciated process states) also allows applications to construct 

an implicit mutex around extended co-routine interactions 

by invoking an existing resume capability and generating a 

new resume capability with each interprocess control trans- 

fer. This mechanism is sometimes used to ensure that ex- 

tended string transfers are not interrupted by other invoca- 
tions. 

Since entry capability invocations (including resume ca- 

pabilities) are very common,  EROS includes a fast interpro- 

cess communication (IPC) mechanism described in [43] and 

[44]. Although the implementation reported here has not 

been carefully optimized, earlier implementations have ex- 

actly matched the performance of  L4's  IPC primitive [44]. 

An unusual aspect of  the architecture is that capability 

invocation is the only "system call" implemented by the ker- 

nel. Because there are no other system calls, all actions taken 

by a process are implicitly access checked. Objects imple- 

20rran Krieger has noted that this implementation has unfortunate pro- 
cessor locality implications on large SMP systems. A planned kernel- 
implemented dispatcher object will address this. 

3 For emulation of other operating systems, the authority to explicitly in- 
voke capabilities can be disabled by a per-process mode bit. If capability 
invocations are disabled, the invocation trap instruction is treated as a 
conventional exception and reflected via upcall to the per-process fault 
handler. 
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Capability Invocation

A single system call

4 data registers

1 contiguous data string

4 capability registers

Last capability may be a “resume capability”



Persistence

Basic approach: periodically snapshot all system state

Actual implementation

Perform consistency check

Pointers to point to objects of right types

Read-only objects have not changed

Modified objects listed in checkpoint directory

Types of capabilities in process slots are valid

Mark system as copy-on-write

Asynchronously write out system state



Kernel Implementation



Capabilities

On-disk representation

Prepared representation

Object in memory

Capability is valid

Capability points to object

(Object linked with capability)

Algorithm 7.1 FindObject() – locate object from capability

oid := cap.oid;

pObj := LookupObject(oid);Check object hash table

if pObj == null then

// Object is not in cache

LoadObject(oid);

WaitForObject(oid); // Place ourself on stall queue

Yield(); // Upward throw, caught by scheduler

end if

if cap.allocCount != pObj.allocCount then

// Capability is not valid

cap = NumberCapability(0);

Yield(); // Causes retry, which invokes number cap

end if

return pObj;

Allocation Counts

A brief aside at this point is necessary concerning allocation counts.

The EROS virtual machine requires that objects be efficiently rescindable. It does not specify how. The

difficulty in implementation is that capabilities to the rescinded object may reside on disk, and traversal of

the disk is inconsistent with the need for efficiency.

Instead, EROS associates an allocation count with each object. This count tracks the number of times

that the object has been reallocated. When access to an object is rescinded, the count on the object is

incremented. As shown in Figure 7.1, an allocation count is also stored in each capability to the object. If

the allocation count on the capability and the allocation count on the object do not match, the capability is

invalid and is converted to a zero number capability, which effectively conveys no authority.

Figure 7.1 Unoptimized object capability

xx SubType Info0 Type

Allocation Count[31:0]

OID[63:32]

OID[31:0]

Prepared Bit

A similar mechanism, known as the call count, is used in connectionwith the EROS IPC implementation

to ensure “at most once” return semantics. This count will be discussed in Section 7.4.
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7.1.3 Lookup Result Caching

Every object frame (node frame or page frame) in the object cache has an associated entry in an in-memory

object table. This object table entry contains various metadata about the object, including its object identifier

(OID), allocation count, and call count. Object table entries for occupied frames are linked into an OID-

indexed hash table, allowing in-memory objects to be located efficiently.

To eliminate redundant object lookups and validations, the object capability is updated once the alloca-

tion check has completed successfully. The capability is converted into an optimized, in-memory form that

points directly to the in-memory object (Figure 7.2). Such a capability is said to be prepared. If a capability

is prepared, the operating system may make the following assumptions:

The associated object is in memory.

The capability is valid (i.e. the allocation counts checked successfully).

The capability points to the object’s header (usually) or to its cached context structure (start and resume

capabilities).

Figure 7.2 Prepared object capability
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The prepared capability is placed on a doubly linked list whose root is either the object header for the

object that it names or the context structure for that object (if any). If the in-memory object is rescinded, or

if the object must be removed frommemory, this chain is walked to deprepare all of the prepared capabilities

to that object. Prepared capabilities are also deprepared before being written to disk. In-memory pointers

are not written to disk under any circumstances.

The end result is that the necessary steps before a capability can be used are reduced to those shown in

Algorithm 7.2. The decision about whether the operation modifies the object can be made statically at the

site of the call. As a result, this check can often be omitted.
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Address Translation

Reduce traversal cost

Do not allocate intermediate nodes if only slot 0 is used

Track nodes (hard state) producing page table (soft state)

Share mapping tables

Share nodes between process and resulting tables as well

Avoid inverted page tables

Leverage existing doubly-linked lists



Persistence

Two kernel design rules

All state resides in pages and nodes

All kernel operations are atomic

But kernel invocations may stall (e.g., page I/O)

Adjust PC to retry invocation

Place (wake-up) capability on in-kernel stall queue



 IPC:
Jochen Liedtke to the 

Rescue (SOSP ’93)



“There is no single trick to obtaining this high 
performance; rather, a synergistic approach in 
design and implementation on all levels is needed.”



System calls: “call & wait” + “reply & receive”

Scheduling is the same for requests and replies

Rich message structure: direct & indirect objects

Again, symmetry for send and receive operations

Single copy through temporary mapping

Map target’s region into source’s address space

Kernel stack per thread

Interrupts, page faults, IPC, etc. just use current stack

Thread control blocks (TCBs) held in virtual memory

In one large array, mapped into all address spaces

Architectural Level



Algorithmic Level

Thread user ID structure
Trivially map back to control block

Unlink TCBs from queues when unmapping
Otherwise, we get page faults…

Optimized timeout bookkeeping
n unordered wakeup lists, (base+offset) for time

Lazy scheduling
Avoid updating queues on IPC

Direct process switch
Donate time slice to callee (as in LRPC)

Pass short messages in register



Coding Level
Reduce cache misses

E.g., use registers, short jumps and address displacements

Reduce TLB misses

E.g., place all IPC code on one page, all tables on one page

Optimize use of segment registers

Make best use of general registers

Avoid jumps and checks

E.g., jumps not taken are cheaper

Minimize switch activities

E.g., only save floating point registers when actually used



Take That Mach… 
4s0

I
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Figure 8: 486-DX50, L3 versus Mach Ipc Times

The 40 ns/byte rate is given by the external

cache and memory system. In contrast, Mach

takes about

120 + 0.08 n PS.

The 80 ns/byte rate shows the effect of copying a

message twice. Apparently Mach’s large basic overhead

floods the on-chip cache so that both kernel and user

lose its benefits when using ipc.

Table 2 summarizes L3’s and other systems’ ipc per-

formance. Since some of them are strictly RPC ori-

ented, we chosed the synchronous Nu1l-RPC for com-

parison. In message based systems it is implemented by

two message transfers.

System CPU, MHz -MIPs

L3 486, 50 10

L3 486, 33 6.6

L3 386, 20 2

LRPC FF-CVAX 2

QNX 486, 33 6.6

SRC RPC FF-CVAX 2

SRC RPC FF-~VAX II 1

Amoeba 68020, 15 1.5

Mach 386, 20 2

Mach 486, 33 6.6

Mach 486, 50 10

Dash 68020, 15 1.5

/Ls

10

15

60

157

76

464

937

800

535

346

230

1920

uMIPs X MS

100

99

120

314

502

928

937

1200

1070

2284

2300

2880

Table 2: NuII-RPC performance

The L3 and the Mach-486 data are measured by our-

selves, whereas the remaining performance data is taken

from [Ber 89, Hil 92, Sch 89, Ren 88, Dra 91, Tzo 91].

7 Remarks

7.1 Introducing Ports

Since L3 ipc operates directly from thread to thread,

a question arises as to how expensive the introduction

of ports would be. Here the buffering feature of Mach

ports will not be taken into consideration, but we extend

L3 ipc to support indirection and port rights.

We use one port link table per address space, holding

links to the system-global port table. Both tables are

only accessible by the kernel. At user level, ports are

represented by indices identifying the accessed port by:

port table [ port link table [ port index ].access ].

Figure 9: Port Link and Pod Table

access is either ‘read’ or ‘write’ and determines which

port link is chosen. Illegal accesses are marked in the

port link table by a special value pointing to a non-

mapped page. This shifts the port right checking code

to the page fault handler, and legal port access requires

no checking overhead at all.

The global port table points to the related thread, if

any. Therefore the uid and state inspection necessary

for L3 ipc can be replaced by investigating the port

entry. From the performance point of view the relevant

additional ipc overhead is accessing the port table.

The best case estimation (see table 5) gives 29 cycles,

i.e. 0.6 ps or 12% T. A test implementation in the L3

p-kernel led to the same result. We conclude that, in

principle, port-based ipc can also be implemented effi-

ciently.

7.2 Dash-like Message Passing

The Dash kernel uses ‘restricted virtual memory remap-

ping’ [Tzo 91] for passing longer messages (several

pages) to achieve low latency and high bandwidth. A

Dash message consists of one or more pages which must

all be located within a special part of the address space,

called the ipc region. On sending, these pages are re-

moved from the sender’s address space and mapped at

the same virtual address in the receiver’s address space.

In the implementation described by Tzou and Ander-

son the ipc region is 1 MB long and resident in physical

memory.
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Back to Eros



Basic User-Space Services

Storage allocation through hierarchy of space banks

Allocate, track, and invalidate nodes and pages

Provide storage locality through contiguous extents on disk

Copy-on-write through VCS handler

Relies on fast page fault handler for neighboring pages

Process initialization through “constructor”

Inspect initial capabilities to certify code



Measured Performance

Benchmark Linux-Normalized Speedup 

Pipe Latency 

Pipe Bandwidth 

Create Process 

Ctxt Switch 

Grow Heap 

Page Fault 

Trivial Syscall 

32.3% 

281 MB/s 
2 ~  MB/s 8 .07 ]  

0.664 ms] 
65.3% 

5.5% 

35.7% 

]3.67/zs 
' 6 8 ~  99.5% 

Figure 11. Summary of benchmark results. For pipe 
bandwidth, larger is better. Linux Imbench results ap- 
pear in dark gray. EROS results are normalized to the 
Linux numbers, and appear in lighter gray. 

object that is valid. That is, it measures the time to convert 

from the logical mapping structures maintained by the oper- 

ating system to the hardware mapping representation. The 

benchmark constructs an object, unmaps it, remaps it, and 

then measures the time to sum the first word of each page. 

In Linux, this operation takes 687 #s per page. The cor- 

responding EROS operation takes 3.67 #s per page in the 

general case, which reflects the basic cost of the node tree 

traversal. The EROS cost rises to 5.10 #s if the fast traversal 

optimization of Section 4.2.1 is disabled. 

Linux performance on this benchmark has regressed in 

recent versions of the Linux kernel. The 2.0.34 version of 

the Linux kernel took 67 #s on this operation. 

If  the mapped object falls at a page table boundary, the 

latency under EROS falls to 0.08 #s. This is due to the page 

table sharing mechanisms described in Section 4.2.2. EROS 

preserves hardware mapping structures as long as it is feasi- 

ble to do so. For EROS, this measures a real (and common) 

case. Page tables may be shared whenever a new instance of 

an existing application is created. The effect of sharing code 

space in such cases significantly reduces application startup 

latencies. 

Experience with Mach and Chorus suggested that heap 

growth may inhibit system performance if it is slow [8, 21]. 

The POSIX design allows the operating system to grab any 

available swap page and zero it. We constructed a Linux 

benchmark using the lmbench timing framework, and deter- 

mined that growing the heap by a page takes 31.74 #s. In 

EROS, the fault must first be reflected to a user level fault 

handler which in turn must call a user level storage alloca- 

tor as described in Section 5.2, which takes 20.42 #s. The 

virtual copy handler fits within a small (address) space, al- 
lowing two of the context switches in the sequence to be 
done very cheaply (see below). 

6.3 Process management 

The EROS implementation's "performance core" is very 

similar in structure to that of L3 [30]. An earlier implemen- 

tation reported in [44] matches the performance of L3 cycle 

for cycle. The current implementation is less highly tuned. 

A directed context switch under EROS takes 1.60 #s in the 

large space case, and 1.19/zs in the case of a control transfer 

between a large space and a small space. As measured by 

lmbench, a directed context switch under Linux takes 1.26 

#s. 

These latencies do not compose in obvious ways because 

of cache interference. A round trip large-large IPC operation 

takes 3.21 #s, and a large-small round trip takes 2.38 #s, 

but a nested sequence of calls such as that seen in the page 

allocation path (large to small to large and back) takes 6.31 

#s. 
Where POSIX uses fork and exec to create new pro- 

cesses, EROS provides a direct method via the construc- 

tor. Constructors can guarantee sandboxing, and are the pre- 

ferred means of starting new program instances. While it is 

therefore the appropriate mechanism to compare, it should 

be noted that the fork/exec implementation creates an ad- 

dress space that the EROS implementation does not require. 

Creating a copy of "hello world" under Linux takes 1.916 

ms. Using a constructor to create a new copy of "hello 

world" takes 0.664 ms. 

6.4 Interprocess communication 

Finally, we examine streaming data transfer using the pipe 
benchmark. Of the available IPC options, pipes are the most 

efficient mechanism provided in Linux (8.34 #s latency, 260 

MB/sec). The EROS equivalent implements pipes using a 

process (5.66 #s, 281 MB/sec). The key point to note here 

is that for bulk data transfer the cost of context switches is 

much less important than minimizing cache misses. EROS 

pipe bandwidth is maximized using only 4 KB transfers. 

This suggests that IPC implementations which impose an 

upper bound on transfer payload do not impose an inher- 

ent inefficiency on data transfer rates. Bounding payloads 

simplifies the implementation and allows the IPC operation 

to be performed atomically. It also guarantees that any con- 

trol transfer operation can make progress given a relatively 

small amount of real memory, eliminating a memory size 

dependency at the invocation API. 

6.5 Other measurements 

While EROS is not yet running applications, previous imple- 

mentations of the architecture have been deployed with full 

application environments. An evaluation of the performance 

of KeyTXF, the KeyKOS transaction manager for the Sys- 

tem 370 implementation, is described by Frantz and Landau 

[16]. Performance on the TP1 benchmark ranged from 2.57 

to 25.7 times faster than other protected database systems, 

and scaled linearly with CPU speed if the I/O system was 
also upgraded for increased capacity. IBM's TPF was 22% 

faster (22 transactions per second vs. 18 for KeyTXF), but 
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What Do You Think?


